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Abstract
"Four comprehensive" strategic layout has an important and far-reaching guiding significance for the ideological and political education of contemporary college students. We should take the ideological and political education as the main channel, with the construction of campus culture as the carrier, taking the social practice as the breakthrough point, so that the "four comprehensive" truly integrated into the ideological and political education of College students.
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Of the party since eighteen, the CPC Central Committee from upholding and developing socialism Chinese overall situation, and the formation of the four fully completed a comprehensive well-off society "strategic layout and comprehensive deepen reform and the rule of law, comprehensive strictly", is to continue to build a prosperous, democratic, civilized and harmonious modern socialist country, the important foundation China dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, has important and far-reaching
significance for the current and future ideological and political education of College students. The starting point and end result of building a well off society in an all-round way as college students ideological and political education. The ideological and political education must stand in for building a well-off society, cultivate the person available to carry out specific work can be made to the height, the cultivation of qualified builders and reliable successors of socialism into practice, make it become the starting point and goal of all education. Will comprehensively deepen reform as a guide to promote the ideological and political education of Ideological and political education. To adhere to the multi dimensions of the development of educational thinking, build around the diversified needs of students, to support the growth and development of students personalized service platform. At the same time, it must adhere to the work of the whole person education ideas, to achieve higher education from knowledge to learn ability to enhance and then to the cultivation of innovative spirit. The overall rule of law as a criterion to improve the ideological and political education of College students. To guide students to consciously cultivate students establish the concept of rule of law, abide by the law, law-abiding, usage of consciousness; to guide students to consciously develop the rule of law, the school rules, "Student Handbook" propaganda learning and cultivating students' legal consciousness; to guide students through the implementation of "University Charter" let students actively participate in University Law school. The level will be fully strictly as the ideological and political education of college students sublimation. In order to build a learning oriented party, we should carry out the party building of the study type university students, and lay the theoretical foundation of the student party members through the theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics and the core values of socialism. Strengthen awareness of student party members, and actively build a platform for students to actively serve the students and teachers and students of the masses supervision and evaluation of Party members, through action to play a vanguard and exemplary role. And combined with the background, to carry out some of the anti-corruption education for students.

1. The ideological and political education as an understanding of the "four comprehensive" main channel.

We should not only put "four comprehensive" into the ideological and political education of college students, but also in the process of learning a profound understanding of the "four comprehensive" theoretical significance and the essence of. Theoretical education is an important way of teaching and educating people. In the course of Ideological and political theory in Colleges and universities, it is necessary to strengthen the theory of "four comprehensive" education, so that students fully understand the theoretical significance of "four comprehensive". First of all, the use of teaching methods and theory of learning methods, in the ideological and political education of college students, to college students to instill the "four comprehensive" knowledge. Explain the use of teaching methods, "four comprehensive" to learn. Explaining the teaching method is not only a method of theoretical education, but also a concrete way of Ideological and political education. In the ideological and political education of college students in this way, can make college students on the "four comprehensive" have a profound understanding of. Between the spirit of universities can invite well-known experts and professors at the University on the "four round" and content, scientific connotation, historical background, evolution, and strategic significance of the four
logical relationship between theoretical knowledge, guide students to "four comprehensive" in-depth study. Using the theory of learning, "four comprehensive" to focus on learning. Theoretical study is a method of self education, and it is also one of the main ways to read the text. To carry out college students with "four comprehensive" as the theme of the theory of learning, let students understand thoroughly through the study of "four comprehensive" contains the philosophical implication, and combined with the actual use. School for the "four comprehensive" this topic, issued the "four comprehensive" learning books, read the learning experience, the exchange of ideas to carry out the evaluation after reading, discussion. In addition, the development of this knowledge contest, organized learning speech, reward winners, such as the theory of learning activities in depth. Secondly, the use of theoretical research and research methods, in the ideological and political education of college students, to college students to instill "four comprehensive" knowledge. Using the majority of people around a topic of theoretical research and discussion of the education method of "four comprehensive" to learn. The method of theoretical research in university should focus on "four comprehensive" as the theoretical research topics, among college students to carry out theoretical research and academic essay activities, communication research, let the academic thought of collision sparks of knowledge. Such a method is not only conducive to the "four comprehensive" in-depth study, but also through the study of the exchange of mutual inspiration, the formation of a certain research results. The use of research-based learning methods, "four comprehensive" to learn. The research learning method by learning learners find a problem, to acquire new knowledge by law and the development process of the study of this problem, the purpose of this method is to develop education research ability and innovation consciousness. In the university can not determine the research topic, students through reading "four comprehensive" reader, his discovery and exploration of "four comprehensive" innovation in the process of reading, so as to obtain new knowledge, which can not only arouse students' learning initiative, enthusiasm and creativity, cultivate the ability of learning and research ability, so that students can have a deeper understanding of the "four round".

2. With the construction of campus culture as the carrier to carry out the "four comprehensive" theme publicity and education activities.

College campus culture is an important part of the socialist advanced culture, is a kind of soft power, is the school's unique spiritual home. In the new historical period, to strengthen the construction of campus culture is not only for the continuous development, promote China's higher education to improve the overall quality of students, strengthen and improve ideological and political education work has very important significance, but also on the ideological edification, enlightenment, emotional culture has a subtle influence. When continue to promote and strengthen the new situation of Ideological and political education of college students, colleges and universities should seize this valuable opportunity, to strengthen the "four comprehensive" as the theme of the construction of campus culture, and actively carry out the "four comprehensive" as the theme of the publicity and education activities, let students imperceptibly in the campus cultural life is affected this kind of cultural soft power and influence, strengthen the pertinence of Ideological and political education, effectiveness, attraction and appeal, to improve college students' learning enthusiasm and initiative. Strengthening the construction of campus culture is related to the
realization of the purpose of teaching and education, which is related to the theory of socialism with Chinese characteristics into the teaching materials into the classroom into the smooth development of the mind. In the "four comprehensive" education background, organize rich content and various forms of campus culture activities in Colleges and universities should create a positive atmosphere of campus culture, campus culture is to enable students in the monasteries. Promotion of making full use of community college students, campus radio, publishing group weekly, posting posters and other forms of art, and actively to the "four comprehensive" wide publicity; organize and carry out the "four comprehensive" mission organization of life in every class, so that students in the exchange of thoughts, income; the organization to carry out "the four overall theme of the essay writing contest, speech contest and other activities, so that students are involved, to create a healthy, optimistic and progressive culture and the" four comprehensive "education environment, so that students participate in the Datong, feel the rich cultural atmosphere of the campus in order to achieve" moisten things silently "effect.

3. Taking the social practice as the entry point of "four comprehensive" integration into the ideological and political education of College Students.

Combination of theory and practice education is an important part of College Students' Ideological and political education of college students is essential, to truly grasp the theoretical knowledge, plays an irreplaceable role in social practice, only continue to participate in social practice, social understanding, experience, in order to deepen the understanding of "four comprehensive". Colleges and universities should carry out the "four comprehensive" theme of the education of social practice activities for college students, college students in-depth understanding of Chinese Communist Party ruling idea and the strategic layout and enhance the students' sense of mission and sense of responsibility has important significance. In teaching practice, can be combined with the characteristics of Ideological and political theory course, carry out "on each of the four comprehensive" comprehensive experiential education, such as the completion of a comprehensive well-off society in the education of college students, organizing students to watch documentaries and commercials Chinese social development, let students experience the thirty years of reform and opening up in our country, the Party led the people of all ethnic groups in the completion of a comprehensive well-off society on the great journey of achievement, encourage students to complete their own strength with the well-off society. To deepen the reform of education in college students, organizing students to the Museum of revolutionary history, frontier areas, reform and opening up the special economic zones and other places to visit and study, make students through personal learning and experience of the historical experience and achievements obtained in our party since the reform and opening up. A comprehensive rule of law education among college students, let students by visiting the judicial practice to deepen the understanding of the rule of law, the school according to the curriculum, the teacher organizes the students to the relevant legal education practice base in practice, such as organizing students to the people's court, and the moot court trial of the case, to participate in the trial process in court, let students experience the importance of the rule of law, the learning effect can refresh students on the rule of law. Comprehensive strictly education among college students, the teacher can arrange courses organized students to visit the revolutionary memorial hall, to experience many years of hard struggle our party. To enable students to
deepen understanding of the "four round" and then firmly grasp, China socialist ideals and beliefs, goals, learning continue to practice the "four round", actively participate in the construction of socialist modernization.
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